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Abstract - In this paper, we address a specific topic inside the context of nested transaction implemen-
tation, namely, the assignment of identifiers to transactions. We discuss the most important information
such identifiers should carry. We do this based on an analysis of the main requirements the components
of a general transaction processing system pose on the identifiers. Thereafter, we present some schemes
for the assignment of transaction identifiers and discuss their pros and cons with regard to the require-
ments presented. Finally, we compare one of our schemes to a conventional one by considering the most
common operations that are performed with the identifiers. At last, we show the performance measure-
ments we have obtained.
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1. Introduction

When executing more complex transactions, it turns out that single-level transactions do not
achieve optimal flexibility and performance. As a solution, the concept of nested transactions was
popularized by Moss [1], where single-level transactions are enriched by an inner control
structure.1 Such a mechanism allows for the dynamic decomposition of a transaction into a
hierarchy of subtransactions, leading to several well-known advantages in a computing system
such as intra-transaction parallelism, intra-transaction recovery control (modular rollbacks),
explicit control structure, system modularity, distribution of implementation, etc. Despite the fact
that nested transactions are considered a fundamental paradigm for complex applications with e.g.
long lived transactions such as CADs, practically no commercial system makes indeed use of
nested transactions. One of the main reasons for this is certainly the absence of efficient implemen-
tations.

A particular problem inside the field of nested transaction implementation is the assignment of
identifiers to transactions. Among alternatives to cope with this problem, the simplest one is to
manage a counter and to provide identifiers on the basis of this counter. Additionally, in order to
maintain information about the internal structural organization of the transactions, data structures
like trees and hash tables are employed in such an alternative.

In this paper we present enhanced encoding schemes for the assignment of identifiers in nested
transactions. The distinguishing feature of our schemes is that the identifiers themselves carry the
information about the internal hierarchical organization of transactions. Thus, data structures like
trees and hash tables are not necessary in our schemes. This feature leads to an efficient solution
since it enables our schemes to obtain optimal processing times when manipulating the identifiers,
especially during the navigation through transaction hierarchies. Furthermore, our schemes

1. The ideas underlying the concept of nested transactions stem from Davies’sspheres of control [2, 3].
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perform considerably well considering memory resources; notwithstanding, they consume more
memory space than the traditional ones as soon as the transaction hierarchies become too deep.
However, this aspect can be considered of minor importance since the cost of memory storage is
decreasing more and more as times go by and is by far less critical than the time to access infor-
mation. Finally, by discussing an efficient implementation of an important aspect of nested trans-
action systems, namely identifier representations, this paper can be viewed as a contribution to the
propagation of nested transactions in commercial systems.

This paper is organized as follows. We firstly present a general model of nested transactions (Sect.
2). Thereafter, we analyze the different requirements the components of a transaction processing
system pose on the identifiers, and by this way, we build up the main features the identifiers should
possess (Sect. 3). We then start presenting our schemes for assigning identifiers to transactions
(Sect. 4). We compare one of our schemes to a method commonly used in many systems and we
show some performance measurements which confirm the efficiency and benefits of our proposals
(Sect. 5). At last, we comment on the assignment of identifiers in some systems (Sect. 6), and
finally we conclude this paper (Sect. 7).

2. A Model of Nested Transactions

We basically follow Moss’s model and terminology [1], where a transaction may contain any
number ofsubtransactions, which again may be composed of any number of subtransactions -
conceivably resulting in an arbitrarily deep hierarchy of nested transactions. The root transaction
which is not enclosed in any transaction is called thetop-level transaction(TL-transaction). Trans-
actions having subtransactions are calledparents, and their subtransactions are theirchildren. We
also speak ofancestors and descendants. The ancestor (descendant) relation is the reflexive
transitive closure of the parent (child) relation. We use the termsuperior(inferior) for the non-
reflexive version of the ancestor (descendant). The set of descendants of a transaction together with
their parent/child relationships is called the transaction’shierarchy. In the following, unless
otherwise noted, we use the termtransaction to denote both TL-transactions and subtransactions.

The hierarchy of a TL-transaction can be represented by a so-calledtransaction tree. The nodes of
the tree represent transactions and the edges illustrate the parent/child relationships between the
related transactions. In the example of a transaction tree shown in Fig. 1, the root is represented by
TL-transactionA. The children of subtransactionC areD andF, and the parent ofC is B. The
inferiors of C areD, E, F, andG, and the superiors areB andA. In turn, the descendants and
ancestors sets ofC additionally containC itself. The hierarchy ofC is depicted as the subtree
spanned byC’s descendants.

3. Identifier Features

In this section, we build up the main features which the storage structure for the transaction identi-
fiers (TRIDs, for short) should possess by considering the different requirements that the compo-
nents of a general transaction processing system pose on these identifiers.

3.1 Transaction Manager

When a subtransaction commits, the transaction manager has many tasks to do, e.g., to guide the
lock manager, to inform the log and recovery managers, etc. For most of its tasks, the identifier of
the parent transaction must be known. Thus, it would be useful for the transaction manager if it
could, from the child TRID, immediately identify its parent. Additionally, the transaction manager
is also responsible for creating transactions. On the one hand, it should be able to create as many
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subtransactions as necessary. On the other hand, there should not be a critical upper limit to the
assignment of TRIDs. Therefore, for the transaction manager, it is important that:

Req. 1: A TRID should allow the immediate recognition of its parent.

Req. 2: TRIDs in deep as well as broad transaction hierarchies should be adequately supported.

Req. 3: The TRID storage structure should accommodate as many identifiers as necessary.

3.2 Recovery Manager

When a subtransaction commits, the recovery manager must chain the log records written for the
committing subtransaction to the ones of its parent [4, 5]. The main purpose of this log chaining is
to rightly guide the recovery manager in the abort process of a transaction. In the nested transaction
model, when a transaction aborts, all its inferiors must be also rolled back, independently of
whether they are still active or have already ’committed’. Hence, on the basis of this log chaining,
the recovery manager realizes through a specialsubtransaction commit log record that at that point
in the transaction log, a subtransaction of the aborting transaction has committed. By this means,
the recovery manager has enough hints to start rolling back the committed subtransaction of the
aborting parent transaction. Therefore, to the end of easily chaining the log records, a TRID should
carry the identifiers of its superiors, allowing by this way for the recognition of a parent transaction
at any level of the hierarchy. Thus, the recovery manager’s requirement equals the transaction
manager’s first requirement stated before.

3.3 Lock Manager

The model of nested transactions we assume makes maximum parallelism in a transaction
hierarchy possible, allowing for parent/child as well as sibling parallelism (as is the case in
Camelot [6, 7], Clouds [8, 9], Eden [10, 11], LOCUS [12, 13], KRISYS [4, 14], etc.).2 Hence, a
distinction is made between the locks explicitly acquired by a transaction and those acquired by
inferiors and then passed on to their parents at commit time - referred to asheld andretained locks
[15], respectively.3 Therefore, when comparing locks’ compatibilities, the lock manager handles
retained and held locks. The comparison is very simple if the requested lock is compared with a
held lock: if they are incompatible, the requested lock cannot be granted, and that is all. However,
it is made more difficult in the case of comparing requested locks withretained locks: if they are
incompatible, the lock manager must go ahead and check whether the requesting transaction is a
descendant of the one retaining the lock. If so, the lock can be granted, otherwise it cannot. In turn,
this check could be made efficiently if the lock manager could immediately extract this information
from both TRIDs. This point builds the lock manager’s requirement:

Req. 4: The check whether a transaction is an inferior of another one should be made on the basis
of the identifiers themselves.

3.4 Deadlock Manager

For considering the requirements of the deadlock manager, we assume that an extension of the
basic approach for deadlock detection in nested transactions is followed. The basic approach [1]
allows to identifydirect-wait and ancestor-descendant deadlocks. In turn, extensions of this
approach [15, 16] maintain further information to detectopening-up(future) deadlocks as early as

2. Moss’s nested transaction model [1] is based on the assumption that only leaf transactions acquire and use locks,
i.e., it prohibits parent/child parallelism.

3. As can be noticed, the assumption made in this paper is that the transaction system uses locking to detect conflicts
and to guarantee the serializability of transactions. For non-locking systems this requirement would not apply.
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possible. Additionally,detection arcs [17] can be employed to allow for very efficient deadlock
detections. In these extended approaches, the deadlock manager copes with different kinds of
waiting relationships. All thesewaits-for relations are represented in awaits-for-graph [18], where
cycles are looked for.

The first waits-for relation expresses that the lock requester is directly waiting for the lock holder,
and hence the inclusion of an edge in the waits-for-graph representing the waiting relationship
between both transactions (nodes in this graph) can be performed easily [18]. The second waits-
for relation reflects the transaction hierarchy itself and means that a parent transaction waits for the
commit of its children. To derive such a waiting relationship is a simple task as well [1]. The third
waits-for relation represents a waiting situation between the lock requester and the highest ancestor
of the lock holder (retainer) that is not an ancestor of the lock requester (i.e., thehighest non-
common ancestor between both). Finally, thedetection arcs represent a higher-level abstraction of
the other waiting relations.4 Representing theseenhancedwaiting relationships may save a lot of
useless work, since they allow for early as well as very efficient deadlock detection.

In order to derive the latter two relations, the deadlock manager must determine the highest non-
common ancestor between the transactions involved in a waiting situation. However, it may be
costly to find out who such a non-common ancestor is [4]. For this purpose, both hierarchies must
be transitively upward traversed and compared. However, this task would be facilitated if the
deadlock manager could catch this information by just comparing TRIDs. This is the deadlock
manager’s requirement:

Req. 5: It should be possible to identify the highest non-common ancestor between two transac-
tions through their identifiers.

3.5 Cache Manager

From this manager’s point of view, the storage structures for the identifiers should be flexible
enough to store short as well as long identifiers. In fact, static structures are inappropriate or even
impossible to use, if breadth and depth of the transaction hierarchy is not known in advance. Hence,
we arrive at the following cache manager’s requirement:

Req. 6: The TRID storage structure should be of variable length and flexible enough to optimize
the memory utilization and to efficiently store short as well as long TRIDs.

4. Assigning Transaction Identifiers in Nested Transactions

In this section, we present, in an evolutionary way, some schemes for the assignment of TRIDs in
nested transactions. We keep in mind the fulfillment by the schemes of those requirements previ-
ously enumerated. After presenting each main scheme, we analyze its pros and cons with regard to
the requirements.

4.1 The Elementary Scheme

The most elementary scheme, normally used as an illustrative example in the literature [1], is the
one presented in Fig. 1. In this approach, the TRID is represented by a variable length vector of
integers. Such a vector is composed of one element at the top level and incremented by one more
element at each forthcoming level. Hence, every time a subtransaction is created, it receives the
complete TRID of its parent and one more element which distinguishes it from the other children
of its parent.

4. The reader if referred to [17, 4] for more details on all these waiting relations.
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Figure 1: A transaction tree and TRIDs in the elementary scheme.

This is a nice and easily understandable scheme which even fulfils some of the requirements we
have pointed out previously: a TRID allows for the recognition of its parent TRID (Req. 1); deep
as well as broad transaction hierarchies are relatively well supported (Req. 2); a TRID reflects the
execution history of transactions (Req. 4); and finally, the highest non-common ancestor between
two transactions is recognizable from their TRIDs (Req. 5). However, the worst point of this
approach is its memory overhead (Req. 3, 6). Assuming four bytes long integers, we need 4× N
bytes to identify any transaction at level N. In addition, it does not matter if such a transaction is
the 1st or the 232th child of its parent (at level N - 1), the same 4× N bytes are allocated to identify
it. Notwithstanding, this scheme has some important properties. The other schemes we present are
based on this one.

4.2 The EG Scheme

In order to be more precise, we need to scale down a factor and deal no longer with bytes, but with
bits. In this section, we present a scheme where the number of representable TRIDs exponentially
grows according to the number of bits allocated - the EG scheme (exponential growth of trans-
action identifiers).

Like before, in the EG scheme a TRID is going to carry the TRIDs of the superior transactions.
Hence, a TRID is divided into several units, each one representing a level in the transaction
hierarchy. We represent thislevel unit through anencoding sequence, which in turn is composed
of severalencoding units. The encoding units have a predefined length in bits and therefore can
represent a predefined number of TRIDs. Every time the superior limit of an encoding unit is
reached, another one is allocated, and the assignment of new TRIDs may proceed until this second
encoding unit is also full; then a third one is allocated, and so forth. In turn, to keep track of how
many encoding units build an encoding sequence, anencoding unit counter is needed. Such an
encoding unit counter has also a predefined length and should precede the encoding units for
readability (Fig. 2). Hence, to determine an encoding sequence one should:

(1) read the encoding unit counter stored in the firstm bits, wherem = length of the encoding unit
counter, and then

(2) read the next (encoding unit counter + 1)× n bits, wheren = encoding unit length.

How many different encoding sequences may be represented by this approach, i.e., how many
TRIDs may be built at each level of a hierarchy, can be calculated by means of Equation I.

Equation I: Maximal number of encoding sequences representable by the EG scheme.

Fig. 2a) shows the body of an encoding sequence, whereas Fig. 2b) illustrates the exponential
growth of TRIDs in this scheme. In our illustrations of this scheme, we have chosen 2 bits for the

(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)

I
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B
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D

H

F

(1)

(1, 1) (1, 2)

(1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 2)

(1, 1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1, 2)

G (1, 1, 1, 2, 1)

2
n 2

m× where:m = length of encoding unit counter
n = length of encoding unit
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length of the encoding unit counter (m) and 4 bits for the encoding units (n). However, the
definition of these lengths may be arbitrarily made and adjusted according to the necessities of each
particular system. In addition, one could differentiate the encoding units and state that there are
two encoding unit lengths, one for TL-transactions (longer) and another one for subtransactions
(shorter). For the sake of simplicity, we make no distinction in the encoding unit lengths yet (we
return to this point in a moment). Finally, each pair (encoding unit counter, encoding units) repre-
sents an encoding sequence, i.e., a level in the transaction hierarchy. Fig. 3 presents examples of
TRIDs in this scheme.

Figure 2: The EG scheme.

Figure 3: Examples of TRIDs in the EG scheme.

As seen, the encoding unit counter ascertains the length of an encoding sequence on each particular
level. However, there can be an arbitrary number of levels in a hierarchy so that one cannot know,
at the time of interpreting a TRID, when to stop reading the encoding unit counters and skipping
the corresponding number of bits. Therefore, in order to know where a bit stream finishes and to
be able to correctly interpret it, some kind of total length information of a TRID is necessary. This
information may be stored in a predefined number of bits in the beginning of a bit stream and inter-
preted as necessary. Usually, one would store this information as an absolute number, simply
representing the total number of bits in the bit stream. We have particularly chosen to store this
information as a relative number, representing the level the transaction is located on in the
hierarchy. The most important advantage of storing the number of levels is that it allows to (more)
easily capture the parent TRID (Fig. 4). In addition, for the sake of homogeneity, we are going to
represent this number of levels as before, i.e., as an encoding sequence composed of a pair
(encoding unit counter, encoding units). Hence, the first encoding sequence of a TRID gives the
number of levels in the hierarchy. The EG scheme approaches the satisfaction of all our needs:

Req. 1: It is still possible to recognize the parent of a transaction on the basis of its TRID. As
shown in Fig. 4, one must read the first encoding sequence to the end of learning how many levels
there are (4). Knowing that the number of levels is 4, one knows that the transaction itself is at the
4th level, and consequently that its parent TRID goes until the 3rd level. One skips the following
3 encoding sequences and has the complete parent TRID at hand. Of course, the number of levels
in the beginning of the parent TRID is one less than the one of its child.

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
encoding units (lengthn = 4)
encoding unit counter (lengthm = 2)

encoding sequence (level unit)a)

b) 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 0

15 16 4095

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

255

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0

256

0 0 0 0 0 1

a) - (15, 7)

b) - (16, 7, 15)

c) - (16, 7, 16, 1)

d) - (255, 7, 16, 2, 1) 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 01 1 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 1

Transaction TRIDs in the EG scheme

1st level 2nd level 3rd level 4th level 5th level
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Figure 4: Capturing the parent TRID in the EG scheme.

Req. 2: Deep as well as broad transaction hierarchies are well supported. With the possibility of
choosing an adequate number of bits for both encoding unit counter and encoding units, one can
tune the EG scheme to the necessities of particular systems using Equation I.

Req. 3: Assuming 4 bits as the length of encoding units, one can create 216 children for each trans-
action. This shall be sufficient for subtransactions. It may become critical for TL-transactions in
systems where TRIDs are not reused. Notwithstanding, this drawback may be eliminated if a
distinction in the encoding unit lengths for TL-transactions and subtransactions is made. In the next
section, we detail this proceeding, which could be also used here. However, even with the possi-
bility of tuning the lengths of encoding unit counter and encoding units, this scheme always accom-
modates a potentially very large but finite number of TRIDs.

Req. 4: The execution history of transactions is completely reflected in the TRIDs so that the
check whether two transactions are in the same path of a transaction hierarchy can be made on the
basis of their TRIDs. To accomplish that, one must only verify whether the longer TRID contains
the shorter one.

Req. 5: The highest non-common ancestor between two transactions is recognizable from their
TRIDs. On comparing the encoding sequences of both TRIDs until they are no longer equal, one
has at hand such a non-common ancestor.

Req. 6: TRIDs have variable length, and one can precisely allocate the number of bits necessary
to represent subtransactions at different levels. Hence, the memory space is efficiently used and
short as well as long TRIDs are well stored.

In summary, the EG scheme fulfills all our requirements. Its main problem is that it may fail when
one tries to create a TRID out of the range supported by the encoding sequences. Although one
may try to overcome this problem by adjusting those figures accordingly, it may not be completely
eliminated. Before presenting the next encoding scheme, we comment on how this scheme could
be expanded in order to try to postpone the occurrence of this problem.

Extending the EG Scheme

Since in the EG scheme the encoding unit counter may get saturated early, we suggest here an
expansion in the EG scheme with the representation of minimal extra information, which turns out
to be very important when allocating encoding units. We suggest the representation of a counter
for the encoding unit counter. Such a counter has also a predefined length in bits (k) and works in
the same way as before, i.e., every time the superior limit of an encoding unit counter is reached,
another one is allocated, and so forth (see Fig. 5). Hence, to determine an encoding sequence in
this extended EG scheme, one should:

(1) read thecounter of encoding unit counterstored in the firstk bits, wherek = length of the
counter of encoding unit counter,

(2) read the encoding unit counter stored in the next (counter of encoding unit counter + 1)× m
bits, wherem = length of the encoding unit counter, and finally

(3) read the next (encoding unit counter + 1)× n bits, wheren = encoding unit length.

Equation II shows how many different encoding sequences may be represented by the extended
EG scheme at each level of a transaction hierarchy. With its help, we can perceive the extremely

(7, 16, 4, 2) 0 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 1 0 00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 1

Transaction

number of levels = 4 7 16 4 2

1st skip 2nd skip 3rd skip
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high representation capacity of this scheme. For example, if we choose 2 bits for the counter of
encoding unit counter (k = 2) and keep the same figures form (= 2) andn (= 4) as before, we can
represent 21024 different transactions at each level of a hierarchy. Of course, such a gain on repre-
sentation capacity means, on the other hand, more processing overhead for interpreting the bit
streams and a bit more memory space for the extra counter.

Equation II: Maximal number of encoding sequences representable by the extended EG scheme.

We have sketched in Fig. 5a) the body of an encoding sequence in the extended EG scheme. Fig.
5b), in turn, shows the minimal TRID, whereas Fig. 5c) shows the maximal one.

Figure 5: The extended EG scheme.

This extended EG scheme copes well with the problem we mentioned before. However, we have
advocated that the size of an encoding unit shall be tuned to each system to the end of rightly
accommodating the TRIDs at each level of the transaction hierarchy. Hence, it is first of all
pretended and desired that in most cases the transactions should be identified by just one encoding
unit. Therefore, in these cases the bits for the encoding unit counter and for its own counter are
superfluous. In the following, we present another interesting scheme where we cope with both
problems at the same time. We potentially allow an infinite number of TRIDs while avoiding the
counters. Additionally, we still keep the good features of these schemes.

4.3 The AG Scheme

The idea underlying the AG scheme (additive growth of transaction identifiers) is very simple. We
have a certain number of bits (also an encoding unit) for identifying the transactions at each level,
which should cover the sub-TRIDs in the average case. When an encoding unit is full, i.e., when
all its bits are already used, then another encoding unit is allocated and added to the previous one
to proceed with the assignment of TRIDs. If it is full again, another one is allocated, and so forth.
The main difference to the EG scheme is that we reserve one special representation of bits in order
to signal that an encoding unit is full. Hence, when all bits of an encoding unit are set to 0 (zero,
our specialfull representation), then the next forthcoming encoding unit pertains to this same level.
This scheme is additive in the sense that, in order to capture a TRID at a level, all encoding units
of this level must be added until a non-full representation is found, which then signals the
beginning of the next level. Therefore, to determine a TRID, one should:

(1) read the value of encoding unit (say,value) stored inn bits, wheren = encoding unit length, and

(2) check whether encoding unit is equivalent to the full representation (0). If so, then add tovalue
the representation capacity of an encoding unit (refer to Equation III) and return to the previous
step.

Equation III shows how many different representations can be produced per encoding unit, i.e., at
a level of a transaction hierarchy, by the AG scheme. In turn, an infinite number of TRIDs may be
represented, since it may potentially allocate an infinite number of encoding units.

m = length of encoding unit counter
n = length of encoding unit

where:k = length of counter of encoding unit counter

2
n 2

m 2
k××

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
encoding units (n = 4)

encoding unit counter (m = 2)

encoding sequence (level unit)a) b)

21024th transaction

28 times
0 00 0

counter of encoding unit counter (k = 2)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 1 1 11 1

0 0 0 0 0 00 0

1st transaction
c)
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Equation III: Maximal number of representations per encoding unit in the AG scheme.

Fig. 6 illustrates the additive behavior of TRIDs in the AG scheme. In particular and in contrast to
the EG scheme, we have chosen 8 bits as the length of encoding units (n). The idea here is the same
as before: A single encoding unit should be enough to identify the transactions at each level; if it
is not due to an exceptional case, another encoding unit is used. Therefore, the right tuning of the
encoding unit length is a very important aspect, which influences the performance of this scheme.

Figure 6: The additive behavior of TRIDs in the AG scheme.

As seen in the EG scheme, the first unit in a TRID is used to store its number of levels, particularly
because one needs to know where a TRID finishes. We also need this same information here, and
of course due to the very same reason. However, we cannot store it as the number of levels like
before. In the EG scheme, the number of levels together with the encoding unit counter provide
enough information to learn the length of the whole TRID. But we do not have encoding unit
counters in this scheme, and the number of levels alone is not sufficient, since a single level may
spread along several encoding units. Therefore, we have decided for this scheme to store this infor-
mation as the total number of encoding units. In addition, this information will be stored in the
same way as the encoding units. Hence, the first encoding sequence in a TRID gives its number of
encoding units (Fig. 7). In the following, we analyze this scheme with respect to the requirements:

Req. 1: To recognize the parent TRID is an easy task (Fig. 7). The number of encoding units is
read (= 5). Thereafter, one directly skips to where the parent TRID potentially is, i.e., two encoding
units before the TRID ends. If this encoding unit is not full, then this is the parent. Otherwise, as
illustrated in Fig. 7, one must skip backward until a non-full encoding unit is found.

Figure 7: Capturing the parent TRID in the AG scheme.

Req. 2: This approach allows for a great flexibility in supporting deep as well as broad hierarchies.
On the one hand, it potentially supports an infinite number of encoding units. On the other hand,
the encoding unit length may be tuned so that series of full encoding units can be avoided.

Req. 3: If we assume 8 bits as the size of encoding units, we can create (28 - 1) different children
for a transaction with a single encoding unit. While being sufficient for subtransactions in many
systems, it is certainly not sufficient for TL-transactions. We overcome this problem here by
making a distinction in the encoding unit length for TL-transactions and subtransactions (Fig. 8).
We can consider, for example, that the encoding unit length for TL-transactions is 4 bytes and that
the one for subtransactions is 1 byte. With this distinction, we can store (232 - 1) different TL-trans-
actions in one encoding unit (4 bytes long). When opening the transaction in the limit of the
encoding unit storage capacity, a new encoding unit is allocated (more 4 bytes). In order to be able
to process this information about the different encoding unit lengths, we need to store it as meta-

2
n

1– where:n = length of encoding unit

Transaction
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TRID in the AG scheme

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 10 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1

255
256
510
511

encoding sequence (level unit)

(7, 16, 4, 256)

Transaction

number of encoding units=5 7 16 4 256

1st skip 2nd skip

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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information. In addition, one may think of using different lengths not only for TL-transactions but
also for subtransactions at different levels of the transaction hierarchy.

Figure 8: Considering different encoding unit lengths for TL-transactions and subtransactions.

Req. 4: As before, the execution history of transactions is reflected in the TRIDs so that the check
about the inferior relationship between two transactions is made only on the basis of their TRIDs
(the shorter TRID must be contained in the longer one).

Req. 5: It is possible to recognize the highest non-common ancestor between two transactions. As
before, the encoding sequences of the TRIDs are compared until they are unequal.

Req. 6: This is the most important advantage of this scheme: the TRIDs are of variable length, no
space is necessary to store encoding unit counters, and the encoding unit lengths can be rightly
tuned in order to efficiently represent transactions at different levels.

Summing up, it may be said that the two important points of this scheme are the following: a poten-
tially infinite number of transactions can be identified (of course, by an also infinitely large repre-
sentation), and no extra bits are necessary for encoding unit counters at each level, since a special
(full) representation carries this information. A crucial problem of this scheme is its additive
behavior, because for the transactions which do not fall in the normal case, there may be long
sequences of full encoding units. In the following, we present a final and interesting encoding
scheme, whereby we combine both AG and EG schemes. The idea is to capture the best property
of each particular scheme in only one scheme.

4.4 The AEG Scheme

The AEG scheme -additive and exponential growth of transaction identifiers - is a combination of
the AG scheme with the EG scheme. In essence, we are going to apply the additive growth feature
of the AG scheme to the encoding unit counter of the EG scheme. In turn, the encoding units
themselves are going to work in the same way as in the EG scheme, i.e., allowing for an
exponential growth of TRIDs. Therefore, to interpret an encoding sequence in the AEG scheme
requires the following:

(1) read the value of encoding unit counter (say,value) stored inm bits, wherem = encoding unit
counter length,

(2) check whether encoding unit counter is equivalent to the full representation (0). If so, add to
valuethe representation capacity of an encoding unit counter (Equation III) and return to the
previous step.

(3) read the next (value + 1)× n bits, wheren = encoding unit length.

(4294967295, 13, 5)

Transaction

number of 4,294,967,295 13 5
encoding units = 6

(4294967296, 17, 3)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

number of
encoding units = 10

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

4,294,967,296 17 3

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
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Equation IV shows how many different encoding sequences can be represented by the AEG
scheme at each level of a transaction hierarchy. In turn, like in the AG scheme, an infinite number
of TRIDs may be represented, since the occurrences of encoding unit counters can increase accord-
ingly.

Equation IV: Maximal number of encoding sequences representable by the AEG scheme.

Fig. 9 shows some examples of transactions identified in the AEG scheme (only one level in the
hierarchy is shown, but like before the transactions carry the TRIDs of their parents). As can be
seen, the 1st transaction is represented by one encoding unit counter and one encoding unit, like in
the EG scheme. However, as soon as an encoding unit counter reaches its encoding unit allocation
capacity, another one is used to allocate and manage more encoding units.

All in all, the AEG scheme is more flexible than the EG scheme because it is not subject to
allocation capacity failures. In turn, it is more powerful than the AG scheme in the sense that it
allows for an exponential growth of TRIDs. However, it certainly incurs more processing overhead
for interpreting the TRIDs.

Figure 9: The AEG scheme.

5. Performance Evaluation

We have realized some performance measurements in order to confirm the validity of our
enhanced schemes for the assignment of TRIDs in nested transactions, some of which we present
in this section. Since an exhaustive evaluation of all our encoded schemes is impossible in the
framework of this paper, we have selected the AG scheme for indicative performance results. The
EG scheme limits the number of encoding sequences which makes the choice of the parameters (n,
m) critical in a practical application. In contrast, the AG and AEG schemes do not embody such
restrictions. The AG scheme is simpler to implement and allows faster operations whereas the
AEG scheme may be often more economical in storage utilization. Here, we try to illustrate the
potential gain of our encoded schemes as compared to a conventional scheme which represents the
transaction structure explicitly.

In such a conventional scheme, the TRIDs do not carry the identifiers of their superiors, and hence
trees and hash tables are used to find out the hierarchical relationships between transactions. First,
we briefly introduce the conventional scheme and its data structures. Thereafter, we present the
main results that we have obtained.

n = length of encoding unit
i = number of occurrences of encoding unit counters

where:

2
n i 2

m
1–( )××

m = length of encoding unit counter

0 1 0 0 0 11

4095 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 14096 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 10 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0

1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

encoding sequence (level unit)

encoding unitsencoding unit counter

16,777,215
16,777,216

Transaction TRID in the AEG scheme
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5.1 The Conventional Scheme

The conventional scheme we have chosen for comparison is the one implemented in PRIMA [19,
20]. In this scheme, the nested transaction structure is visualized by a set of m-ary trees, where the
nodes are transactions and the edges are parent/child relationships. The root of such an m-ary tree
corresponds to a TL-transaction. The transactions are represented by transaction control blocks
(TCBs), and the edges by pointers between them.

PRIMA’s m-ary transaction trees are implemented by a special type of binary trees (Fig. 10). For
efficiency reasons, pointers have been added to link the children to their parent. Hence, a TCB
contains four pointers (parent, child, right sibling, andleft sibling) which are used to establish the
nested structures. Further, a TCB stores additional information about the transaction, which
describes its identification, type (e.g., access system transaction), resources, etc. For the sake of
simplicity, we are not going to enter in the details of TCBs, but we just provide the necessary infor-
mation to understand the nesting of transactions in this scheme.

Fig. 10 illustrates the tree structures which correspond to the transaction tree of Fig. 1. As can be
seen, the parent of a transaction can be found by traversing theparent pointer. In turn, all children
of a transaction can be reached by firstly traversing thechild pointer, and secondly, from this
pointer on one can navigate via theright sibling pointers to the other children of the transaction.
In particular, theleft sibling pointer is used for easily removing a transaction from the sibling
chain. Hence, in order to reflect the nested structure of the transactions, the conventional scheme
explicitly chains the TCBs together, and the TRIDs are uniquely assigned on the basis of a global
counter.

Figure 10: Transaction trees in the conventional scheme.

5.2 Algorithms and Environment

Generally speaking, there are two main differences in the implementation of both schemes. First,
whereas our AG scheme works just on the basis of the TRIDs, the conventional scheme is TCB-
oriented, and it navigates via the pointers previously presented (Fig. 10) in order to perform the
desired functions. Second, our AG scheme mainly follows a top-down strategy in performing the
functions, i.e., it starts comparing the bytes from the TL-transaction down to the leaves of the trans-
action hierarchy. In turn, the conventional scheme uses a bottom-up strategy in the functions,
whereby it directly accesses a TCB via a hash table, and from that starting point, it recursively goes
up to the superior TCBs via their parent pointers.

We have implemented two main kinds of algorithms for the AG scheme. The first kind of
algorithms are of a very general use. They are so programmed that all encoding unit lengths,
namely for the first (total length), TL-transaction, and subtransaction encoding sequences, are
represented as meta-information (throughdefines). With their help, one can easily tune the charac-
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teristics of the TRIDs to any system. However, for performance reasons, it is desirable that one
changes these general algorithms according to the specific necessities of a system, so that some of
the tasks and checks performed in the algorithms may be facilitated. Thus, we have a special
version of these algorithms tailored to the features of our prototype system KRISYS, where the
length of encoding units for TL-transactions is four bytes, the one for subtransactions in general is
one byte, and the first byte in the TRIDs gives the total length information (just like the way we
have presented the AG scheme - refer to Sect. 4.3). This version of the algorithms is much simpler,
and therefore it has shown better performance results than the general algorithms. In the following,
we present the performance results we have obtained with this specific version of the algorithms.

We have run all these algorithms on a Sun Sparc Station ELC 4/255, with 64 Mbytes of main
memory capacity, under the operating system SunOS 4.1.45, and the windows system Sun-
X11R55. In order to get exact time measurements, we have used a kernel module written in Sparc-
Assembler, which has allowed us to access the precise Hardware-µsec-Timer of the Sun
Workstation. We have performed all the algorithms until the 50th level in a hypothetical trans-
action hierarchy, where the 1st level corresponds to the TL-transaction. In addition, we have
repeated all functions thousand times in order to get good average times that are not so influenced
by eventual machine overloads.

5.3 Memory Space Utilization

The first aspect we have compared is the memory space utilization in both approaches (Fig. 11).
We have assumed in our comparisons that one encoding unit in the AG scheme is sufficient to store
the TRIDs at each level, i.e., there is no sequence of full encoding units. Otherwise, it would be
very hard, if not impossible, to draw comparisons. In the conventional scheme, the number of bytes
is constant and independent of the number of levels. This scheme always allocates 20 bytes to
identify a transaction: 4 bytes for each one of the four pointers plus 4 bytes for the TRID itself. The
first level in the AG scheme consumes 5 bytes: 4 bytes for the TL-transaction identifier plus 1 byte
for the length information. Subsequently, one more byte is needed for each forthcoming level. As
can be seen in Fig. 11, before the 16th level the AG scheme uses less memory in the normal cases
than the conventional one. However, after the 16th level the AG scheme consumes always more
memory space than the conventional scheme.

Figure 11: Memory space utilization in the normal case.
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5.4 Getting the Parent Transaction Identifier

The first procedure we have tested was the one for getting the parent TRID. Whereas in the conven-
tional scheme the TCB of the transaction must be located through the hash table and thereafter
traversed via the parent pointer, in the AG scheme the parent TRID is contained in the TRID itself,
and thus all that must be done is to simply recompute the total length information. In both
approaches, the execution time for getting the parent TRID is more or less independent of the level
the transaction is on (Fig. 12).

Figure 12: Getting the parent transaction identifier.

5.5 Checking the Inferior Relationship

The function for checking the inferior relationship between two transactions is performed differ-
ently in both approaches. The conventional scheme, which uses a bottom-up strategy, varies in
terms of execution time according only to the difference of levels between both transactions in the
hierarchy; it does not depend on which specific levels these transactions are on. In our measure-
ments (Fig. 13), we have then varied this level difference for the conventional scheme by starting
from 1 level difference between both transactions until 50 levels. In turn, the AG scheme is more
or less independent of such a level difference between both transactions. On the contrary, it varies
according to the specific levels the transactions are on in the hierarchy. This is so because it
compares a certain number of bytes of both transactions (the shorter TRID must be inside the
longer), which corresponds to the specific levels the transactions are on. Hence, for the AG
scheme, we have varied this number of byte comparisons from the 1st to the 50th levels in the
transaction hierarchy.

Figure 13: Checking the inferior relationship.

5.6 Getting the Highest Non-Common Ancestor

The function to get the highest non-common ancestor works completely different in both schemes.
The AG scheme follows, like before, a top-down strategy in a very simple way. It starts comparing
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the bytes of both transactions from the beginning until the first different byte is found; this is then
the highest non-common ancestor between both transactions. Hence, its time measurements vary
according to the number of bytes examined, i.e., according to the level such an ancestor is on in
the hierarchy.

Fig. 14 shows the strategy of the conventional scheme for finding the highest non-common
ancestor between two transactions (betweenT1 and T2; notice that the highest non-common
ancestor betweenT1 andT2 is an ancestor ofT2, but not ofT1). The TCB of the transaction which
is deeper in the hierarchy (in the exampleT2) must be brought to the same level of the other trans-
action’s TCB (Fig. 14a). Thereafter, the parent pointers of both TCBs are navigated upward in the
hierarchy until the first common ancestor is found (Fig. 14b). During this navigation, the previous
transaction in the path fromT2 to such a first common ancestor must be always remembered. On
finding the first common ancestor, the most recently remembered transaction is the highest non-
common ancestor between both (T3 - Fig. 14c). Therefore, this function in the conventional scheme
depends on two factors:

- Factor A: it depends on how long the path from the deeper transaction until it reaches the same
level of the other transaction is (Fig. 14a),

- Factor B: from that point on, it also depends on how long the path from both TCBs until the
first common ancestor is (Fig. 14b).

Figure 14: The conventional scheme strategy to get the highest non-common ancestor.

Due to these different influencing factors, we have realized two different measurements for this
function. In our first measurement (Fig. 15), we have kept the value ofFactor A to its minimum
(= 0), i.e., both transactions are already at the same level of the hierarchy (in particular, we have
put them on the 51st level, since we have varied the levels from 1 to 50 in all our measurements).
We have then varied the position such a non-common ancestor is on in the hierarchy, i.e., level 1
in Fig. 15 means that such a non-common ancestor is the TL-transaction itself. In turn, level 50
means that this non-common ancestor is on the 50th level. The graph in Fig. 15 reflects this
variation. Whereas the AG scheme is very fast to find a non-common ancestor when this is the TL-
transaction (it must just compare the first encoding sequence of both TRIDs for realizing that), the
conventional scheme takes a longer time, because it must traverse 50 TCBs upward in the tree until
it reaches the TL-transaction. In turn, the conventional scheme gets better performance results as
such a non-common ancestor is deeper in the hierarchy (the path it must traverse becomes shorter).
On the other side, the AG scheme takes a longer time because it must compare more encoding
sequences. Notice that it appears that there is a crossover point a little after the 50th level. We have
not determined this crossover point because, as mentioned previously, we have performed all
measurements until the 50th level. Furthermore, it is still worth speculating that the graph is
probably not linear after this crossover point. If it were linear, the time from the conventional
scheme would approach zero which would absolutely not be justifiable. (These same comments
apply to the next graph - Fig. 16).
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Figure 15:Getting the highest non-common ancestor:Factor A = 0.

In our second measurement (Fig. 16), we have kept the value ofFactor A to its medium value (=
25), i.e., the first transaction is on the middle of the hierarchy, whereas the second is a leaf (in
particular, we put the first on the 26th level and the second on the 51st level). In the same way as
before, we have varied then the position such a non-common ancestor is on in the hierarchy, from
the level 1 until the 25th level. Fig. 16 shows the performance results we have obtained. The AG
scheme, as discussed, is independent of such variations, and therefore it has shown practically the
same time measurements. The conventional scheme has shown a little bit different time measure-
ments. On the one hand, the path ofFactor A must be always traversed, on the other hand, the path
of Factor B has become shorter.

Figure 16:Getting the highest non-common ancestor:Factor A = 25.

5.7 Creating a Transaction Identifier

The function for creating new TRIDs works also differently in both schemes. In particular, we have
measured the performance for the creation of TRIDs for subtransactions. In the conventional
scheme, a subtransaction is always inserted as the most-left children of its parent. Hence, this
function involves first of all the creation of a TCB to accommodate the new TRID. Thereafter, in
order to reflect the new subtransaction in the trees, many pointers are updated: the parent’s child
pointer, the left sibling pointer of the old left-most child, and all four pointers of the new subtrans-
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action (see Fig. 10). In turn, the creation of a new subtransaction TRID in the AG scheme is a very
simple operation. Generally, it involves only an access to asubtransaction counter of the parent
transaction and the allocation of the respective number of bytes. The results are shown in Fig. 17.
The conventional scheme is completely independent of the level the transaction is on, whereas the
AG scheme varies a little bit because it must allocate as well as copy more bytes to accommodate
the TRID as the level increases.

Figure 17: Creating subtransaction identifiers.

6. Related Work

Nested transactions have been implemented in many systems (Argus [21, 22, 23], Camelot [6, 7],
Clouds [8, 9], Eden [10, 11], LOCUS [12, 13], KRISYS [4, 14], PRIMA [19], etc.). Unfortunately,
very little has been published on the strategies employed by those systems for assigning identifiers
(exceptions are [7, 20]).

As we have seen, in PRIMA [19], a conventional scheme for the assignment of TRIDs has been
implemented, where trees are used to represent the transaction hierarchies. In this scheme, the
subtransaction TRIDs carry the TRID of the TL-transaction, but the transaction hierarchy is not
reflected in the TRIDs. For each TL-transaction, there is a tree which represents its hierarchy. In
addition, for each transaction tree, there is a hash table allowing for the access to the subtransac-
tions inside this tree. To realize any operation involving TRIDs, the hash tables are accessed and
the trees are traversed.

In Camelot [6, 7], the TRIDs have a constant length, which is divided into two parts. The first part
is a family (hierarchy) identifier. Each TL-transaction receives a family identifier, which is
guaranteed to be unique by a local counter. A subtransaction counter guarantees the uniqueness of
subtransaction identifiers inside a family. In turn, the second part of a TRID contains a hint, called
family position indicator (FPI), which provides information about the position of a subtransaction
inside the hierarchy. Such FPIs have a constant length (4 bytes) and register subtransactions until
the fourth level in the hierarchies. In addition, a maximum of 256 transactions can be differentiated
at each of those 4 levels. Thus, FPIs may contain imprecise information, and therefore, they can be
used only as an aid in some special cases. Hence, for example, to check the inferior relationship
between two transactions or to get the highest non-common ancestor, their whole hierarchies must
be known and their trees must be traversed.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have addressed the assignment of transaction identifiers in nested transactions.
By appropriately representing the identifiers, some work of the other managers can be saved. We
have built up the main features the TRIDs should have, and we have done that on the basis of the
different requirements the components of a transaction processing system have on those. In
essence, a transaction identifier is represented by a data structure of variable length, and it carries
the identifiers of the superior transactions.
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We have presented schemes for assigning such TRIDs. The elementary scheme is normally used
as an illustrative example in the literature [1], and it wastes memory resources. However, it has
some good properties which are kept in the other schemes we have presented. The EG scheme
copes well with memory resources; its sole disadvantages are that it supports only a finite number
of TRIDs and it must represent extra bits for encoding unit counters. We have then extended the
EG scheme in order to allow for more flexibility in the allocation of encoding units, putting its
upper limit to an extreme large value with the addition of some more information in the encoding
sequences. Thereafter, we have introduced the AG scheme, which copes well with the allocation
of encoding units and needs no counters. The AG scheme potentially supports an infinite number
of TRIDs, as long as an infinite representation is possible. At the same time, the AG scheme avoids
extra bits for encoding unit counters, because it uses a special representation for signalling
sequences of encoding units. In particular, with the option of choosing different encoding unit
lengths for representing TRIDs on different levels of the transaction hierarchies, this scheme turns
out to be very efficient in the matter of memory space utilization. At last, we have presented a
combination between the AG and EG schemes, namely the AEG scheme. This scheme, like the
AG scheme, is not subject to failures in the allocation of encoding units. Furthermore, it allows,
like the EG scheme, an exponential growth of TRIDs.

In addition, we have shown the most important performance measurements of a comparison
between the AG scheme and a conventional one. With respect to all kinds of processing, our AG
scheme has shown time figures much better than the conventional scheme. However, our AG
scheme consumes more memory space than the conventional scheme as the transaction hierarchies
become too deep.

We hope with this paper to have covered a topic of nested transactions which has not received
much attention thus far. The algorithms we have implemented, in the C language, may be gotten
via anonymous ftp (131.246.94.94, /pub/informatik/software/rezende/TRIDs_NT). By this way,
we hope to facilitate the work of the ones who might like to implement our ideas in their own trans-
action processing systems.
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